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637 - COLTON ANNABEL
The Southern Reach Trilogy begins with
this Nebula Award-winning novel that
"reads as if Verne or Wellsian adventurers
exploring a mysterious island had warped
through into a Kafkaesque nightmare
world" (Kim Stanley Robinson). Area X has
been cut oﬀ from the rest of the continent
for decades. Nature has reclaimed the last
vestiges of human civilization. The ﬁrst expedition returned with reports of a pristine, Edenic landscape; the second expedition ended in mass suicide; the third expedition in a hail of gunﬁre as its members
turned on one another. The members of
the eleventh expedition returned as shadows of their former selves, and within
weeks, all had died of cancer. In Annihilation, the ﬁrst volume of Jeﬀ VanderMeer's
Southern Reach trilogy, we join the twelfth
expedition. The group is made up of four
women: an anthropologist; a surveyor; a
psychologist, the de facto leader; and our
narrator, a biologist. Their mission is to
map the terrain, record all observations of
their surroundings and of one another,
and, above all, avoid being contaminated
by Area X itself. They arrive expecting the
unexpected, and Area X delivers—they discover a massive topographic anomaly and
life forms that surpass understanding—but
it's the surprises that came across the border with them and the secrets the expedition members are keeping from one
another that change everything.
From deserts to ghost towns, from national forests to California bungalows, many of
the features of the western American landscape are well known to residents and travelers alike. But in How to Read the American West, William Wyckoﬀ introduces readers anew to these familiar landscapes. A
geographer and an accomplished photographer, Wyckoﬀ oﬀers a fresh perspective on
the natural and human history of the American West and encourages readers to discover that history has shaped the places
where people live, work, and visit. This innovative ﬁeld guide includes stories, photographs, maps, and diagrams on a hundred
landscape features across the American
West. Features are grouped according to
type, such as natural landscapes, farms

and ranches, places of special cultural
identity, and cities and suburbs. Unlike the
geographic organization of a traditional
guidebook, Wyckoﬀ's ﬁeld guide draws attention to the connections and the diﬀerences between and among places. Emphasizing features that recur from one part of
the region to another, the guide takes
readers on an exploration of the eleven
western states with trips into their natural
and cultural character. How to Read the
American West is an ideal traveling companion on the main roads and byways in
the West, providing unexpected insights into the landscapes you see out your car window. It is also a wonderful source for
armchair travelers and people who live in
the West who want to learn more about
the modern West, how it came to be, and
how it may change in the years to come.
Showcasing the everyday alongside the exceptional, Wyckoﬀ demonstrates how asking new questions about the landscapes of
the West can let us see our surroundings
more clearly, helping us make informed
and thoughtful decisions about their stewardship in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
Watch
the
trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYSmp
5gZ4-I
The author warns beach lovers and environmentalists that U.S. beaches are vanishing, and traces the history and reviews the
science of the Atlantic, Paciﬁc, and Gulf
coasts with a particular focus on hurricanes and other disasters.
Within these pages, I Kya pen to paper a
perfect recounting of our adventures that
changed the very fate of our world. These
words were taken from my journal which I
kept during these adventures. I know that
many will believe this is just some fantasy
novel written by some random person, but
I assure you it is not. Believe me the tale I
have to tell did happen in a realm somewhere near or distant but no less real. These are the ﬁrst chapters of the Legacy we
fought to protect against an overwhelming
dark army and their masters.
War Is a Racket is a speech and a 1935
short book, by Smedley D. Butler, a retired
United States Marine Corps Major General
and two-time Medal of Honor recipient.

Based on his career military experience,
Butler frankly discusses how business interests commercially beneﬁt (including war
proﬁteering) from warfare. He had been appointed commanding oﬃcer of the Gendarmerie during the United States occupation of Haiti, which lasted from 1915 to
1934.
This volume provides a comprehensive catalog of how various ethnic groups in the
United States of America have diﬀerently
shaped their cultural landscape. Author
John Cross links an overview of the spatial
distributions of many of the ethnic populations of the United States with highly detailed discussions of speciﬁc local cultural
landscapes associated with various ethnic
groups. This book provides coverage of
several ethnic groups that were omitted
from previous literature, including ItalianAmericans, Chinese-Americans, Japanese-Americans, and Arab-Americans, plus
several smaller European ethnic populations. The book is organized to provide an
overview of each of the substantive ethnic
landscapes in the United States. Between
its introduction and conclusion, which
looks towards the future, the chapters on
the various ethnic landscapes are arranged roughly in chronological order,
such that the timing of the earliest signiﬁcant surviving landscape contribution determines the order the groups will be
viewed. Within each chapter the contemporary and historical spatial distribution of
the ethnic groups are described, the historical geography of the group’s settlement is
reviewed, and the salient aspects of material culture that characterize or distinguish
the group’s ethnic landscape are discussed. Ethnics Landscapes of America is
designed for use in the classroom as a textbook or as a reader in a North American regional course or a cultural geography
course. This volume also can function as a
detailed summary reference that should
be of interest to geographers, historians,
ethnic scholars, other social scientists, and
the educated public who wish to understand the visible elements of material culture that various ethnic populations have
created on the landscape.
This book chronicles the creative period of
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the 1950s and 1960s, a high point in American art. In his collaborations with Merce
Cunningham and John Cage, and as a pivotal ﬁgure linking abstract expressionism
and pop art, Robert Rauschenberg was
part of a revolution during which artists
moved art oﬀ the walls of museums and
galleries and into the center of the social
scene. Rauschenberg's vitally important
and productive career spans this revolution, reaching beyond it to the present
day. The book features the artists and the
art world surrounding Rauschenberg--from
Jackson Pollock, and Willem de Kooning to
Jasper Johns, Frank Stella, and Andy
Warhol, together with dealers Betty Parsons, and Leo Castelli, and the patron Peggy Guggenheim.
A recreation of the life of Edgar Allan Poe
is a blend of fantasy, adventure, and mystery tale, featuring Poe's legendary detective, August Dupin
'I am making up "To the Lighthouse" - the
sea is to be heard all through it'Inspired by
the lost bliss of her childhood summers in
Cornwall, Virginia Woolf produced one of
the masterworks of English literature in To
the Lighthouse. It concerns the Ramsay
family and their summer guests on the Isle
of Skye before and after the First World
War. As children play and adultspaint, talk,
muse and explore, relationships shift and
mutate. A captivating fusion of elegy, autobiography, socio-political critique and visionary thrust, it is the most accomplished of
all Woolf's novels. On completing it, she
thought she had exorcised the ghosts of
her imposing parents, but shehad also
brought form to a book every bit as vivid
and intense as the work of Lily Briscoe, the
indomitable artist at the centre of the novel.
Includes historical information on lighthouses and their keepers; looks at the appearance of these structures in paintings and
photographs and their appeal as tourist attractions; and includes real stories of
wrecks, rescues, ghosts, and tending the
light
Between the 1920s and the 1960s, American mainstream cinematic architecture underwent a seismic shift. From the massive
movie palace to the intimate streamlined
theater, movie theaters became neutralized spaces for calibrated, immersive
watching. Leading this charge was New
York architect Benjamin Schlanger, a ﬁery
polemicist whose designs and essays reshaped how movies were watched. In its
close examination of Schlanger's work and
of changing patterns of spectatorship, this
book reveals that the essence of ﬁlm viewing lies not only in the text, but in the
spaces where movies are shown. The Opti-
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cal Vacuum demonstrates that our changing models of cinephilia are always determined by physical structure: from the decorations of the palace to the black box of
the contemporary auditorium, variations in
movie theater design are icons for how
viewing has similarly transformed.
Celebrating the charming and radiant
works of Thomas Kinkade, a foremost contemporary painter of light, this delightful
volume recounts the uplifting story of the
artist's life and adventures, recalls the inspiration behind his work, and describes
the fascinating personal references--to
loved ones and to his faith--found in his
paintings. Over 75 color illustrations. 3
gatefolds.
An important new interpretation of the
American colonists' 150-year struggle to
achieve independence "What do we mean
by the Revolution?" John Adams asked Thomas Jeﬀerson in 1815. "The war? That was
no part of the Revolution. It was only an
eﬀect and consequence of it." As the distinguished historian Thomas P. Slaughter
shows in this landmark book, the long process of revolution reached back more than
a century before 1776, and it touched on
virtually every aspect of the colonies' laws,
commerce, social structures, religious sentiments, family ties, and political interests.
And Slaughter's comprehensive work
makes clear that the British who chose to
go to North America chafed under imperial
rule from the start, vigorously disputing
many of the colonies' founding charters.
When the British said the Americans were
typically "independent," they meant to disparage them as lawless and disloyal. But
the Americans insisted on their moral
courage and political principles, and regarded their independence as a great
virtue, as they regarded their love of freedom and their loyalty to local institutions.
Over the years, their struggles to deﬁne
this independence took many forms, and
Slaughter's compelling narrative takes us
from New England and Nova Scotia to New
York and Pennsylvania, and south to the
Carolinas, as colonists resisted unsympathetic royal governors, smuggled to evade
British duties on imported goods (tea was
only one of many), and, eventually, began
to organize for armed uprisings. Britain, especially after its victories over France in
the 1750s, was eager to crush these rebellions, but the Americans' opposition only intensiﬁed, as did dark conspiracy theories
about their enemies—whether British, Native American, or French.In Independence,
Slaughter resets and clariﬁes the terms in
which we may understand this remarkable
evolution, showing how and why a critical
mass of colonists determined that they
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could not be both independent and subject
to the British Crown. By 1775–76, they had
become revolutionaries—going to war only
reluctantly, as a last-ditch means to preserve the independence that they cherished as a birthright.
Describes the life of the man who invented
a new lighthouse lens, capable of shining
brighter, farther and more eﬃciently than
existing light sources, and his ﬁght against
the scientiﬁc elite, his poor health and the
limits of his era's technology. 13,000 ﬁrst
printing.
This illustrated guide is unique. Fans of Miami Vice, Scarface, Burn Notice, and 80s
Miami movies will appreciate it. The guide
will also interest students of Miami history
and Art Deco as well as those nostalgic
about Miami in the 80s. It explains for the
ﬁrst time that these shows are really a
time capsule of long gone Miami scenes.
They serve as a record of when Miami was
1980s America on steroids. Burn Notice,
an innovative show in its own right, followed Miami Vice's lead. When compared
to similar scenes from Vice, recent TV
shows reveal the distinctiveness of the
80s. These TV shows also provide a window into today's Miami. The guide shows
where views of long gone iconic locations
and typical Miami scenes can be found on
the DVDs. The value of Miami Vice to
South Florida is explained. Personal observations are provided by the author who
lived there during the Vice years. All music
played on Miami Vice is listed as well as
key locations in all Vice, movies, and recent TV episodes.
As authors and publishers, individuals and
collectives, women signiﬁcantly shaped
the modernist movement. While ﬁgures
such as Virginia Woolf and Gertrude Stein
have received acclaim, authors from marginalized communities and those who wrote
for mass, middlebrow audiences also created experimental and groundbreaking
work. The essays in this volume explore
formal aspects and thematic concerns of
modernism while also challenging rigid notions of what constitutes literary value as
well as the idea of a canon with ﬁxed boundaries. The essays contextualize modernist women's writing in the material and
political concerns of the early twentieth
century and in life on the home front during wartime. They consider the original
print contexts of the works and propose
fresh digital approaches for courses ranging from high school through graduate
school. Suggested assignments provide opportunities for students to write creatively
and critically, recover forgotten literary
works, and engage with their communities.
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A cloth bag containing 20 paperback
copies of the title that may also include a
folder with sign out sheets.
Structured Discovery Cane Travel (SDCT)
is an Orientation and Mobility (O&M) curriculum which focuses on the foundational
techniques necessary to develop future independence for students who are blind or
visually impaired. The ABCs of Structured
Discovery Cane Travel for Children addresses essential non-visual concept development, techniques and mobility skills
needed to travel eﬃciently, gracefully and
safely within a myriad of natural environments while using the long, white cane
with a metal tip as the primary mobility
tool. This curriculum utilizes transformational knowledge and problem-solving opportunities through teachable moments to develop personal reﬂection and mental mapping which can be utilized post instruction.
These students maximize their cognitive intrinsic feedback while completing everyday mobility tasks. Parents and instructors
of children who are blind or visually impaired will comprehend the essentials of
SDCT by reading The ABCs of Structured
Discovery Cane Travel for Children; in addition, they will receive a treasure trove of
O&M skill-building activities.
In the golden days of Ancient Greece and
Rome, amidst the splendid art and architecture, the philosophy and politics - there
was always a full measure of intrigue, mystery and murder. In this new collection
twenty-two writers take up their pens to
give an enthralling picture of classical
crime. Favourite historical detectives such
as Gordianus the Finder, Decius Metellus,
and Sister Fidelma rub shoulders with eminent temporary sleuths such as Socrates
and that honourable man Brutus, whilst
other great names - Augustus,
Archimedes, and even the spoilt and beautiful goddess of love, Aphrodite herself - also become enmeshed in terrible and ingenious crimes. Contributors include: Keith
Heller Edward D. Hoch Phyllis Ann Karr
Theodore Mathieson Amy Myers Wallace
Nichols Anthony Price Steven Saylor Darrell Schweitzer Brian Stableford Keith Taylor and many more
Winner of the 2015 Edgar Award for Best
Critical/Biographical! Follow the footsteps
of the father of American horror ﬁction. Edgar Allan Poe was an oddity: his life, literature, and legacy are all, well, odd. In Poe-Land, J. W. Ocker explores the physical aspects of Poe’s legacy across the East
Coast and beyond, touring Poe’s homes,
examining artifacts from his life—locks of
his hair, pieces of his coﬃn, original
manuscripts, his boyhood bed—and visiting the many memorials dedicated to him.
Along the way, Ocker meets people from a
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range of backgrounds and professions—actors, museum managers, collectors, historians—who have dedicated some part of
their lives to Poe and his legacy. Poe-Land
is a unique travelogue of the afterlife of
the poet who invented detective ﬁction, advanced the emerging genre of science ﬁction, and elevated the horror genre with a
mastery over the macabre that is arguably
still unrivaled today.
Described by Virginia Woolf herself as ‘easily the best of my books’, and by her husband Leonard as a ‘masterpiece’, To the
Lighthouse, ﬁrst published in 1927, is one
of the milestones of Modernism. Set on the
Isle of Skye, over a decade spanning the
First World War, the narrative centres on
the Ramsay family, and is framed by Mrs
Ramsay’s promise to take a trip to the
lighthouse the next day – a promise which
isn’t to be fulﬁlled for a decade. Flowing
from character to character and from year
to year, the novel paints a moving portrait
of love, loss and perception. Bearing all
the hallmarks of Woolf’s prose, with her
delicate handling of the complexities of human relationships, To the Lighthouse has
earned its reputation – frequently appearing in lists of the best novels of the twentieth century, it has lost not an iota of brilliance.
Traces the history of money and discusses
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, futures, and
options.
Seventeen-year-old twins Sadie and Mason
Peabody deal regularly with the usual teenage drama: school, friends, and parents.
But bright and intuitive as they are, neither could have guessed just what destiny
has in store for them. Centuries before, an
intricate plan was laid by the Originals, a
group of witches and warlocks who struggled to maintain the balance between light
and dark magic. Their eﬀorts set into motion an eternal battle that threatens to entomb the world in a maze of power, ambition, and fear. These powerful magic users
knew that they needed some insurance
against oblivion, so they devised a way to
secretly transfer their magic through their
lineage. Sadie and Mason are suddenly
forced into the family business, a world of
magic they can’t hope to understand, let
alone control. The twins must now ﬁnd a
way to navigate their strange new existence. As the old world collides with the
new, the bizarre becomes their new normal. As a force more powerful than even
the Originals is unleashed, the newest
witch and warlock in the family will have
to dig deep to survive, let alone save the
world.
Escape to a charming seaside town, get to
know the lively characters who call this
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community home, and discover the mysteries in Mary's Bookshop! When Mary and
her sister Betty visit the Ivy Bay lighthouse
with their friend Henry, Mary stumbles upon a crude map drawn on the wall. Henry
wonders if it might be connected to his ancestor David, who was accused of stealing
a large sum of money and a precious family heirloom. Mary decides to investigate,
but solving a crime committed almost a
century ago isn't easy ? and a surprising
number of people don't want her to succeed.
The most celebrated author of classic western literature, Zane Grey created a large
body of ﬁction, featuring exciting tales of
the American frontier and sporting heroes.
This comprehensive eBook presents the
most complete edition possible of Grey’s
works in the US, with numerous illustrations, rare texts appearing in digital print
for the ﬁrst time and concise introductions. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated
with images relating to Grey’s life and
works * 24 novels, all with individual contents tables * Images of how the books
were ﬁrst printed, giving your eReader a
taste of the original texts * Includes Grey’s
complete baseball stories * Rare novels appearing for the ﬁrst time in digital publishing * Excellent formatting of the texts * Includes Grey’s non-ﬁction text TALES OF
FISHES * Scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and literary genres
Please note: novels published after 1922
are unable to appear in the collection due
to US copyright restrictions. When new
texts become available in your public domain, they will be added to the eBook as a
free
update.
Please
visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through
our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: Historical Novels BETTY ZANE SPIRIT OF THE
BORDER The Westerns THE LAST OF THE
PLAINSMEN THE LAST TRAIL THE YOUNG
FORESTER THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT
THE YOUNG LION HUNTER RIDERS OF THE
PURPLE SAGE KEN WARD IN THE JUNGLE
DESERT GOLD THE LIGHT OF WESTERN
STARS THE RAINBOW TRAIL THE LONE
STAR RANGER THE BORDER LEGION WILDFIRE THE UP TRAIL THE DESERT OF WHEAT
THE MAN OF THE FOREST TO THE LAST
MAN THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER The Baseball
Stories THE SHORTSTOP THE YOUNG
PITCHER THE REDHEADED OUTFIELD AND
OTHER BASEBALL STORIES The Adventure
Novel TALES OF LONELY TRAILS The Social
Novel THE DAY OF THE BEAST Non-Fiction
TALES OF FISHES Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through
our range of exciting titles
Orthodox Jewish women are increasingly
seeking new ways to express themselves
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religiously, and important changes have
occurred in consequence in their self-deﬁnition and the part they play in the religious life of their communities. Drawing on
surveys and interviews across diﬀerent Orthodox groups in London, as well as on the
author’s own experience of active participation over many years, this is a thoroughly researched study that analyses its ﬁndings in the context of related developments in Israel and the USA. Sympathetic
attention is given to women’s creativity
and sophistication as they struggle to develop new modes of expression that will
let their voices be heard; at the same
time, the inevitable points of conﬂict with
the male-dominated religious establishment are examined and explained. There
is a focus, too, on the impact of innovations in ritual: these include not only the
creation of women-only spaces and women’s participation in public practices traditionally reserved for men, but also new personal practices often acquired on study visits to Israel which are replacing traditions
learned from family members. This is a
much-needed study of how new norms of
lived religion have emerged in London, inﬂuenced by both the rise of feminism and
the backlash against it, and also by women’s new understanding of their religious
roles.
Daring to live again…? Mitchell Cooper had
it all—a beautiful wife and daughter, and a
glittering career in Hollywood as a soughtafter plastic surgeon. But as his career
soared his personal life collapsed. Now he
and little Mia have come to London to rebuild their lives, and there's no room for
anyone else in his damaged heart. But after one sensational, star-studded night
with new colleague and fellow American
Grace Turner, Mitchell ﬁnds himself daring
to live again! Only the beautiful reconstructive surgeon is hiding a painful secret of
her own…
The discourse around derelict, former industrial and military sites has grown in recent years. This interest is not only theoretical, and landscape professionals are taking new approaches to the design and development of these sites. This book examines the varied ways in which the histories and qualities of these derelict sites are
reimagined in the transformed landscape
and considers how such approaches can reveal the dramatic changes that have been
wrought on these places over a relatively
short time scale. It discusses these issues
with reference to eleven sites from the UK,
Germany, the USA, Australia and China, focusing speciﬁcally on how designers incorporate evidence of landscape change,
both cultural and natural. There has been
little research into how these developed
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landscapes are perceived by visitors and
local residents. This book examines how
the tangible material traces of pastness
are interpreted by the visitor and the impact of the intangible elements - hidden
traces, experiences and memories. The
book draws together theory in the ﬁeld
and implications for practice in landscape
architecture and concludes with an examination of how diﬀerent approaches to revealing and reimagining change can aﬀect
the future management of the site.
Classical music is everywhere in video
games. Works by composers like Bach and
Mozart ﬁll the soundtracks of games ranging from arcade classics, to indie titles, to
major franchises like BioShock, Civilization, and Fallout. Children can learn about
classical works and their histories from interactive iPad games. World-renowned
classical orchestras frequently perform
concerts of game music to sold-out audiences. But what do such combinations of
art and entertainment reveal about the cultural value we place on these media? Can
classical music ever be video game music,
and can game music ever be classical?
Delving into the shifting and often contradictory cultural deﬁnitions that emerge
when classical music meets video games,
Unlimited Replays oﬀers a new perspective on the possibilities and challenges of
trying to distinguish between art and pop
culture in contemporary society.
In 1859, three sailors arrive on an isolated
island to man a new lighthouse at the
wreck-prone tippy tip of South America.
They soon discover a band of egregious
criminals, led by dangerous evildoer Kongre, who have been tricking ships into running aground, killing the survivors and taking the loot. When two lighthouse men go
to assist a ship and are killed, serious trouble ensues.
This handsome volume features 65 full-color maps charting Manhattan's development from the ﬁrst Dutch settlement to
the present. Each map is placed in context
by an accompanying essay.
An encyclopedia designed especially to
meet the needs of elementary, junior high,
and senior high school students.
The 32nd edition of The Good Pub Guide is
as invaluable as ever. Organised county by
county, its comprehensive yearly updates
and countless reader recommendations ensure that only the very best pubs make
the grade. Here you will ﬁnd classic country pubs, town-centre inns, riverside retreats, historic havens and exciting newcomers, plus gastropubs and pubs specialising in malt whisky or own-brew beer. Discover the top pubs in each county for
beer, dining and accommodation, and ﬁnd
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out the winners of the coveted titles of Pub
of the Year and Landlord of the Year.
Packed with hidden gems, The Good Pub
Guide 2014 provides a wealth of honest,
entertaining and indispensable information. Whether you are planning a night
out, a weekend away, holidaying in the UK
or simply looking for a local pub, Alisdair
Aird and Fiona Stapley have it covered.
A history of the lighthouse which examines
its technical development in the United
States
The Jersey Shore lighthouse that stands in
Sea Girt has been a guiding beacon for seafarers since the end of the nineteenth century. A revolutionary lens, designed by
Frenchman Augustin-Jean Fresnel, captured the ﬂickering ﬂame of a burning wick
and projected a unique ﬂash that could be
seen for ﬁfteen miles. The genius of Fresnel's design, on full display at the lighthouse, impresses as much now as it did in
the days of sail. Many colorful characters
were put in command here, including a Civil War soldier, a pioneering woman, an inventor and, for one day, the twenty-year-old daughter of a keeper. Sea Girt
Lighthouse played an important role in defending the coast during World War II,
when U.S. Coast Guard troops stood watch
in the tower and patrolled the beaches. After its decommissioning, the lighthouse
served for over two decades as the town library and recreation center, but by 1981,
it was at risk of being closed and sold.
That's when a group of community members--the Sea Girt Lighthouse Citizens Committee--successfully fought to save and
preserve the shore landmark. Today, the
lighthouse is the community beacon, alive
with activity and attracting visitors who
ﬂock from around the country and the
world to experience its history.
Gives the history of lighthouses in the
state of Texas as well as the life and work
of the keepers and their families.
Arkham Asylum for the Criminally Insane is
a staple of the Batman universe, evolving
into a franchise comprised of comic books,
graphic novels, video games, ﬁlms, television series and more. The Arkham
franchise, supposedly light-weight entertainment, has tackled weighty issues in
contemporary psychiatry. Its plotlines reference clinical and ethical controversies
that perplex even the most up-to-date professionals. The 25 essays in this collection
explore the signiﬁcance of Arkham's sinister psychiatrists, murderous mental patients, and unethical geneticists. It invites
debates about the criminalization of the
mentally ill, mental patients who move
from defunct state hospitals into expanding prisons, madness versus badness, so-
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ciopathy versus psychosis, the "insanity defense" and more. Invoking literary ﬁgures
from Lovecraft to Poe to Caligari, the 25 essays in this collection are a broad-ranging
and thorough assessment of the franchise
and its relationship to contemporary
psychiatry.
For those seeking a fresh, contemporary
approach to the stories and themes of Genesis, this book oﬀers an inspiring gateway
into the heart of the ancient text. Both
newcomers and seasoned readers will
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beneﬁt from Rabbi Leila Gal Berner’s invitation to personal contemplation. Basing her
work on a Christian method of reading
Scripture—lectio divina (reading the holy)—Rabbi Berner’s adaptation for Jews as
kriat ha-kodesh (reading the sacred) is welcoming and accessible to readers of all
faiths. After retelling each story from a
very human perspective, Rabbi Berner advances rabbinic perspectives that have illuminated each biblical saga over the centuries. In addition, she brings the text to
life with contemporary stories of real peo-
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ple whose experiences echo the biblical
stories. A ﬁnal section to each chapter
suggests probing questions for personal
contemplation and meditation, which can
be used both by individual readers as part
of a spiritual practice and also by groups
of spiritual seekers. Group leaders will ﬁnd
a helpful facilitator’s guide to structure
their sessions. Beginning with Rabbi Berner’s own classes, groups have formed
throughout North America using her
method.

